
 

 

Pedigree Consultants are able to help you in all facets of your thoroughbred investment. Not 
only are we able to proven mating advice but we are also able to advise on mare selection, 
management and promotion of stallions, and selection and purchase of racing and breeding 
stock. For more information on the services visit www.pedigreeconsultants.com, email 
admin@pedigreeconsultants.com or call +1 859 285 0431. 

CLOTHES FALL OFF 
 

The speedy Clothes Fall Off is a stakes winner and graded stakes performer who has finished 
first or second in 10 of 12 starts.  
 
Clothes Fall Off’s talent was apparent from the very start of her career, as she captured a 
Saratoga maiden special weight by 3¼ lengths on her racecourse debut. Successful 
subsequently in a pair of New York allowance level contests, Clothes Fall Off gained a black-
type victory in the Correction Stakes, scoring by daylight over grade two winner 
Paulassilverlining and stakes winner Willet.  
 
Clothes Fall Off earned a graded stakes placing in a contentious renewal of the Barbara 
Fritchie Stakes (gr. II), taking second to Dancing House, while defeating grade one winner 
Princess Violet, grade two winner Lady Sabelia, graded winner Hot City Girl, and stakes 
winners Sweet On Smokey and Wonder Gal. Clothes Fall Off was also beaten just a neck in 
the Fort Springs Stakes, with those behind including grade two winner Cristina’s Journey and 
stakes winners Coco’s Wildcat, Fusaichi Red, and Dr. Fager’s Gal.  
 
Clothes Fall Off is by Daaher, a son of Awesome Again who produced a brilliant performance 
to defeat Midnight Lute in the Cigar Mile (gr. I). From limited opportunities, Daaher has 
proved to be a prepotent sire, getting nine stakes horses from only 45 starters, among them, 
in addition to Clothes Fall Off, multiple graded stakes winner Gypsy Robin and stakes 
winners Mamdooha, Our Caravan, and Barefoot Gypsy.  
 
Clothes Fall Off is half-sister to stakes placed two-year-old One Last Shot. She is out of 
Tequilas Dayjur, a daughter of Champion Sprinter Dayjur, a sprint stakes winner who also 
took second in the Chicago Handicap (gr. III).  
 
In tail-female line, Clothes Fall Off traces to Native Valor, also third dam of Triple Crown hero 
Affirmed. She is from the same branch of this family as the superb sprint filly Kalookan 
Queen and graded winners Megascape, Sir Hutch, and Clear Copy. 


